Aptiv’s Third Generation of 77 GHz-Based Short-Range Radar (SRR3)

This year, we have seen radar applications use two frequencies, 24 GHz and 77GHz. For a long time, 24 GHz has been dedicated to Short Range Radar (SRR) detection applications like Blind Spot Detection (BSD) or Rear Side Detection (RSD). But due to spectrum regulations, the 24 GHz ultra-wide band (UWB) will soon phase out in Europe and the USA. This, and the need for higher performance in emerging radar applications, makes 24 GHz unattractive. And now manufacturers have turned their interest to the 76-81 GHz band. Aptiv, formerly known as Delphi, has taken a step ahead of its competitors since the first generation of SRR radar by using 77GHz for BSD. Using this band has allowed to Aptiv to propose high resolution and accuracy SRR with even smaller form factor in the third generation, SRR3.

The SRR3 device, FCC certified in 2015, is a side and backside SRR. It is designed for various Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) applications such as capturing the blind spot, assisting lane changes and warnings against cross traffic. It features three different PCB substrates with two dedicated to Radio Frequency (RF) signal processing and transmission.

Working in the 76-77 GHz un-licensed band, the device contains forty H-pole planar antennas fed by cavity waveguides. With its small form factor, it could compete with the standard dual board radar modules.

Compared to its competitors, Aptiv is still the only one that uses bare die Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMICs) and cavity waveguides. In this module, the innovation is in the single chip from Infineon that integrates four receive (Rx) and two transmit (Tx) channels using SiGe Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor (HBT) technology. And, the RF Printed Circuit Board (PCB) substrate uses glass-reinforced hydrocarbon ceramic laminate, completely PTFE free.

Based on a complete teardown analysis of the Aptiv Radar, the report provides the bill-of-material (BOM) and the manufacturing cost of the radar sensor. The report also includes a complete physical analysis of the MMIC. Also, the complete cost analysis and a selling price estimation are calculated.

COMPLETE TEARDOWN WITH
• Detailed photos
• Materials analysis
• RF chipset
• Block diagram
• PCBs cross-section
• Physical analysis and estimation of the cost of the MCU and MMIC
• Complete and priced bill-of-materials
• Manufacturing process flow
• Manufacturing cost analysis
• Estimated cost and sales price
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IC Price+
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Reverse Costing® is the process of disassembling a device (or a system) in order to identify its technology and calculate its manufacturing cost, using in-house models and tools.
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Prices of the purchased services are those which are in force on the date the order is placed. Prices are in Euros and worked out without taxes. Consequently, the taxes and possible added costs agreed when the order is placed will be charged on these initial prices.

System Plus Consulting may change its prices whenever the company thinks it necessary. However, the company commits itself in invoicing at the prices in force on the date the order is placed.

3. **REBATES and DISCOUNTS**

The quoted prices already include the rebates and discounts that System Plus Consulting could have granted according to the number of orders placed by the Buyer, or other specific conditions. No discount is granted in case of early payment.

4. **TERMS OF PAYMENT**

System Plus Consulting delivered services are to be paid within 30 days end of month by bank transfer except in the case of a particular written agreement.
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9. **CONFIDENTIALITY**

As a rule, all information handed by customers to System Plus Consulting are considered as strictly confidential.

A non-disclosure agreement can be signed on demand.

10. **RESPONSIBILITY LIMITATION**

The Buyer is responsible for the use and interpretations he makes of the reports delivered by System Plus Consulting. Consequently, System Plus Consulting responsibility can in no case be called into question for any direct or indirect damage, financial or otherwise, that may result from the use of the results of our analysis or results obtained using one of our costing tools.

11. **APPLICABLE LAW**

Any dispute that may arise about the interpretation or execution of the current terms and conditions shall be resolved applying the French law.
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